
  

Still in Saigon 

by Oz Y. Mandias 

This month's column is dedicated to the French under- 
ground guerrilla force Direct Action, hoisting the black 

banners of May aloft once again, and to the Armenian 

Justice Commandoegs dispensing revolutionary justice to 

Turk pigs from L.A. to Ottawa to Ankara, "Extremism in 
the defense of liberty is no vice," --Barry Goldwater 

"Interesting, your Earth people 

practised 40 centuries of org- 

anized violence, yet imprison those who employ it privately 

", commented Mr. Spock dryly. And so we begin this month's 

lesson in advance assassination for spooks & malcontents, 
"Novel Uses for Paging Systems." These systems typically 
consist of a single freq. RF transmitter with touch-tone 

encoding device which can separately set off a number of 

"beepers," each beeper being triggered by a separate 

touch-tone key combination, These little marvels may be 
modified so that the transmitter operates off an auto 

cigarette lighter for mobile use. A beeper is then mod- 

ified by removing the speaker and adding booster batteries 

and a trigger circuit. Connect to an electrical blasting 

cap in a 1b. or 2 of C4 & voila, one has a very efficient 

and quite deadly remote-controlled bomb that any Mossad 

operative would be proud of. What will they think ofnext? 

No one sent me the 1962 British patent (declassified in 

Feb/74 & then reclass, after a media uproar) for the nerve 

agent VX, that I requested some time ago. Interested 
death phreskx, however, may write to: Gary Robinson, 

Dept. of the Army, ATIN: DAEN-ZCE, Rm. 1E676 The Pentagon, 

Wash, ,D.C. 20310 (202-694-4269) and ask for Army Chemical 

Systems Lab publication: "Programmatic Environmental 

Impact Statement, Binary Chemical Munitions Program." 
This wonderful overview of American military death tech 
details the process of making VX by mjxing 2 non-toxic 

substances, i.e. the binary method, This is the safest 

and easiest way to proceed for nations & individuals, 

though reasonable expertise & equipment are required, 

morons need not apply. Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? 

We shall. 
On the nuclear front, a reader informs me that of 2 

books helpful to amateur nuke makers (mentioned in "The 

Curve of Binding Energy" by John McPhee), one "The Los 

Alamos Primer" has been withdrawn by the NRC, and the 

other, "Manhattan District History, Project Y, the Los 

Alamos Project" (LAMS 2532-Vl & -V2) cost a whopping $46 

for its 2 volumes. Two recent issues of "New Scientist" 
(26 Aug. & 2 Sept/82) contain 3 possibly useful articles 

on fusion devices and the mechanics of the neutron bomb, 

The "firefly," described in "The Poor Man's James 
Bond" by Kurt Saxon, consists of a gelatin capsule filled 

with equal parts of sodium metal and calcium carbide, plus 

a single lead shot for weight. This is dropped in a car's 

gas tank, resulting in an incendiary explosion with the 

resulting destruction of the vehicle after a delay of 3 

or 4 minutes. Field tests indicate guaranteed results 
that are quite spectacular if some water (say a quart) is 

added to the gas tank first, The "Bond" book is available 

from Atlan Formularies whose new address is: P.0.Box 373, 

Harrison, AZ 72601. 
Starlight viewers from the manufacturer are avail- 

able by writing: Litton, Electron Tube Division, Electro- 

Optics Dept., 1215 S.52nd St., Tempe, AZ 85281 (ph.#: 

602-968-4471). 
Media: Loompanics Unlimited has moved (new address: 

P.O0.Box 1197, Port Townsend, WA 98368). Their 

catalogue contains the largest selection of books for 

crazies I've seen and is $2, 
The Covert Action Information Bulletin (Box 50272, 

Wash, D.C. 20004; 202-265-3904) $15/6 issues, $20 Mex. & 

Can., $25 foreign) and Counter Spy (Box 647, Ben Franklin 

Station, Wash.D.C. 20044; Quarterly, $10/yr) both docum- 
ent the activities of various fascist intelligence 
agencies, most notably, the CIA. Fuck ‘em all. 

In a similar vein, the Privacy Journal (Box 8844, Wash, 

D.C. 20003; monthly; $25/yr) tells how to keep what's 
left of it & how fast it's going. 

For various drug publications write with an SASE: 

The 20th Century Alchemist, Box 3684, Manhattan Beach, 

CA 90266. 
Lastly, a $5 membership to the C.0.T.M, (Council of 

Ten Million, a right wing fringe organization), Box 91, 

Norborne, MO 64668, gives you 10-50% discounts on a wide 

array of ‘publications carried by Salon Publ, Co. (Box 68, 
Norborne, MO 64668). Titles include many Desert, Paladin 

& Loompapics books, i.e., explosives, locks, etc. 

Bringing the War Home: 

Still in Saigon in my mind, this has been "Deep 'n 
Dirty"Oz (with con tributions from Agent Orange) remind- 
ing you that it doesn't take a weatherman to tell which 
way the wind ie blowing. Venceremoal 
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Here is a list of addrerses of companys 

products thet may be of interest to people 

‘TAP, 
Howelab Co. P.O. Box 73 Folly Beach, SC 29439 

Smoke bombs, skunk pirfy non-reproducing pens, ete. $1 

Teoh-Group Bx. 3125 Pasadens, CA 91103 
All types of renail/forwarding services, safe deposit 

boxes, domertic/foreian payments/collections, dead 
men mail service, curtom made communication equip. 

safe house procurement, vehicle rentals, more. $1 SASE 

W. Greystone Rd. Spotswood 
KJ 08884 

Superior Sigmal Co. Ine. 

Smoke bombs 

ANC Sales P.O. Box 928 Downey, CA 90241 
Long play recorders, vox, mics, etc. 

Signus P.O. Box 33712 Phoenix, AZ &5067 
Smoke bombr, tear rar $1 

Reliance Group P.O. Box 4582 Stockton, CA 95204 
Booka, remail service, custom made IDs $1 SASE 

Cardinal Publishing Co. P.O. Box 5200 Jecksonville 
FL 32207 

State IDs, cheap but works. 50¢ 

C.W.L. Box 3230 Pasadena, CA 91103 
Exellent ID selection $2 SASE 

Survival Books and Supplies 11106 Menrlia Blvd. 
North Hollywood, CA 91601 

Lock picks, oar opening toola, rmoke bomla, books $1 

Zeller Mnterprises Drawr W-2D Wickenburg, AZ 85358 
Waterproof 3/32" fuce 58" $6.00 

Information Unlimited or Seientific Systems 
P.O. Box 716 Amherst, FH 03031 
Lesers, Ultrasonios, High voltege, Bugging, Special 
weapons, Plans 

Loompanice Unltd. P.O. Box 264 Mason, MI 48854 
Best selection of books. 

Edmund Seientifie 101 B, Gloucester Pike 
rington, NJ 08007 
Magnets, Lab Equipment, Optics, eto. 

Fordham Radio 6855 Conklin St. Farmingdale, NY 11735 

800-645-9518 or 516-752-0050 
Eleotronie test equipment, tools,cable TV stuff, other 

shit. 

Jensen Tools Inc. 

Bar= 

7815 S. 46th St. Phoenix, AZ 85040 

602-968-6231 
Tools, phone stuff, test equipment 

Mountain West 4215 NW. 16th St. Phoenix, AZ 
85016 602-263-8831 

Lots of piotures and interesting info. 

P.O. Box 1307-PA Boulder, CO 80306 

303-443-7250 

Alarm eatalog. 

Paladin Press 

Books 

Law Enforcement Associates, Inc. 88 Holmes St. 
Box 128 Bellville, WJ 17109 201-751-0001 

High-tech. security equipment cat. $10 

The Stainless Steal Rat



Deo 

This decoder is made for unscrambling pay TY thet 
is broadeast over the UNF bend ( sueh as WHT ch. 68 ). 
It in tunable from channel 25 up. The output is on 
ehannel 3} so even if you have an old model TY you 
oan get pay TY for free, 

Set—ups 
Plug the unit in and cheek pin} of IC5 for 18 volts 
and pin} of IC6 for 8 volte. 

st of the ICa. 

  

Remove power and install the 

Connest the output of the descrambler to the VAP input of 
the TV. Tune the TV to channel 3, 

Connect your UHF antenne to the tuner. 

Turn R5 and R36 counter—clockwise. 

Turn the power on and adjust R2, R4 and 86 until you 

see the sorambled signal on channe) 3. 

Peak 2} for the best pioture, 

Turn R5 clockwise until you just start to get snow. 

Adjunt C43 for best picture, 
Tarn C44 until pioture looks like it is about to decode. 

Alternate between 85, C43 and C44 for a good decoded 
picture. 

Adjust C46 for a blank spot ( no atatio ), 

Turn R1O to deeods sound. 

  

Coin-Operated Machines 
The increasing number of ideo 

gemes and other coin operated 
machines has led James H. 
Sauerbier, senior systems enginest 
for Environmental Sesurity 
Associates in Mt Airy, Md. to devise 
8 protection plan for them. Sauerbier 
saya that some enterprising thieves 

discovered 

   
    Decoder section parts 

  

salt and water will tum a vending R40 160 clo 
machine into a continuous dispenser. = R1 6.8K cé 
Injecting @ highly concentrated R16,17,18 

taline solution into the coin 23, 39 1 

mechanism causes an electrolytic Rl2,37 4.7K 37, 
coin contacts and bridges them. The 13,274,925 10K €11,1342 

pep gpd ag mn -RAL, 42443 270 32419 y22 tton, emptying 
machine of the coin changer. ig x at a 29 

A device can be installed oy . 
to detect the saline soluton. R35 51 G14, 20,26 

suggests using a small tray = R4 20K pot 39 
(auch as an old carmndge fuse box) «R56 10K pot 

adjacent to the sensing R36 1X pot C24,28 
contacts. Attach two wires of fol R? ix 

funs wath a small gap between them 10 turn Linear 
to the tray potion The tray wall act Taper pot 
83 8 trap for the saling solubon and a9 5K Vol. w/awiteh 

fn deem whan We wire Ot) OT 2200 mra ces 
con a C2y34 407 te oe attached to the day circuit of the 

building's alarm sysiem 

  

  

Illegal decoders being seized 
FAIRFIELD — Area consumers are 

being alerted to advertising and sireys 
mail solicitation from 4 Canadian com. 
pany Video Gallery of Windsor Ontur 
1, atlempung Lo sell electrame decod 
er devices that would unscramble 
home bax office television programs 
wethout paying. in ine United States 

The ('S Customs Service is sewing 
the devine when it is Drought into this 
counry If the device i» using the mails. 
At will also be seized, due to regulations 
fram ihe Federal Trade Commisaion, 
Prohibiting the sale inthe { S 

Pat Soldavim, public relauions and 
Promouinns specialist, lor Wometco 
Home Theatre. foc (WHT) said, © The 
decoders are being seired by US. Cus 
toms, with the comsequenres that the 
Person ordering the decoder not only 
MIE REL recone at, but will also lose his 
inonew 
WHT naw fiied suit in tne LS Dew 

tret Court for the kuastern District uf 
New York charging 19 separ: 
fendants win visationa of the Commu 
mications Act of 1934 The 
filed Uct 13 The law makes 1 
(ul ty intercept STV or subscription 

  

ede. 

    

was 
unlaw 

  

(elevision transmissions 
WHT broadcasts overthe-ar sube 

Seripuion wlevisiun by means of 3 
scrambled signal tn subscribers in the 
New York and Philadelphia marketing 
areas Subscribers pay « monthly tee 
and WHT provides decoding boxes to 
unscramnle the signal 

The devices are aesrrines 
pulse generators” and legal 
be released to paytetevi 
subscribers, according to FCC regula 
Uoas "It 13 our concern that unknowing 
comumers de not attempt to make the 
Purchase of these illegal decoders, be 
cause of the unfortunate consequenc: 
es” Ms Soldavini sad 

   

  

Frank R Brennan, acung director of 
the duty asecsament division of the 
Customs Service, warns that manutac- 
turers of these devices ship orders for 
these pronibied wems only after we 
Duvers check clears Ue bank This 
means if a consumers orders ona 
througn ine mati. und tne Cunoms Ser. 
Vices seizes it consumers lose the pur- 
shave und the money   

  

  
  

      
    

R21 1K 

      

= R26, 32,33 
34,38 9 4.7% 

Ol mfa 31 270 pt RL 10K 
470 mfa cas 47 pt Bee 16x 

C43,44,45 5-35 pe «R22 1,88 
variable Rey 9.1K 

ol mf PML —stull wave alo 10K 

ae or 16 coat wil re B6— , 001 om 0047 mea i Dees €17,28 soo? ura 
2001 mfa 1cé 17808 rez C4558 

10 mrad Tl ie a 1 Amp 18 v. traneformer 
10 of and ell other coils and transformers 

i are torcids. Since I do not 
want to waste space with technical 

details see Eleotronie Angineering 
“mes for more complete information. 

470 pt These plans, parte and kits 

100pr are availible from! SCR Eleotronies 
5303 Lineoln Ave, Cypress CA 90630



1984 Is Coming! 

Join THE PARTY Now! 

by Cheshire Catalyst 

On Saturday, December 31, 1983, TAP will host 
a Party. The Party. This two day affair will 
encompase New Year's Day of 1984, that year of 

infamy from the pen of George Orwell. Who better 
to celebrate the coming of the Year of Surveil- 

lance, than the Phone Phreaks who learn to 
circumvent the normal Electronic Processes by 
their own processes! (Besides, we all know that 
"1984" arrived a long time ago) 

This party will be mostly @ sovial event, and 
will include a New Yeac's Party, films, discussion 
groups, and computer games. Films presently 
schedualed will include 1984, The President's 
Analyst, and The Story of Alexander Graham Bell 
(Starring Don Ameche). We will also try to get 

Some of the publicly available Bell System films 
as well. There will also be an audio program that 
we hope to eventually make available on Tape 

Cassette of some wonderful comedy routines we've 
been collecting off of records, private tapas, and 
National Public Radio. 

While there are no plans for lectures on any 
special topics, we are willing to discuss the 
possibilities of having you present any informa- 
tion you feel might be of value to your "phellow 
Phreaks". This ‘Call for Papers" is very informal, 
but if you wish to make a presentation at The 
Party, you should inform us by May 31. If there 
are people wishing space to sell various wares, 
(T-shirts, strange telephones, etc) contact us for 
space. Remember that all sorts of people may be 
walking through, so keep your wares legal. 

We are discussing the location with various 
hotels in the New York City area. Please be aware 
that costs are likely to really escalate, but for 
those who wish to pre-register, we will hold the 
Price to $30 per person, untill May 15. The New 
Year's Party includes dinner and one or two 
drinks, and will probebly be with cash bar, so be 
warned. Hotels have their own reasons for wanting 
us to hold parties there (which usually involve 
various amounts of money), so we have to negotiate 
with them in this frame work. We will help with 
housing if you want to share a room with another 

Phreak to hold down expenses. You will be sent an 
information packet in March with information on 
where The Party will be held, room rates (cheaper 
than regular, we assure you), and preliminary 

schedule. é 
As is our usual habit, there will be our 

unusual "discount* structure. We started this 
discount structure at WATS-80, and we liked it, ao 
here it comes again. If you are with the 

Government (any government) you get $2 off the 

registration price. Teloo's qualify as govenments 
unto themselves, in our book. A $4 discount will 

be given to those with Government ID they can show 
ig phoney. Registration will cost more after March 
31, 80 act now (before midnight tomorrow!)). The 
Price of registration includes admittance to the 
two day event, with the New Year's Party, and does 

not include hotel room. A special room rate for 
Party attendees will be negotiated with the hotel. 

What is this Party all about, anyway? Have 
you ever thought about how much fun it would be to 
go to a party where you could talk about all those 
“techie” subjects that your other friends think 
are too boring for words? Subjects like telephone 
switching networks, Computer operating systems and 
languages, data encryption schemes? We may even 
have a discussion panal on HAL-9000, Multivac, the 
Mycroft HOLMES=-IV, P=l, Harlie, and other 
computers from sci-fi stori (Five brownie 
points each for the author's names of these 
fictional computers). We at TAP felt that as the 
only group of Americans that weren't afraid of the 
coming of 1984, that a PARTY celebrating this 
would be FUN! This is the major purpose of the 

event. 

For legal purposes, The Party is being pro- 
duced by Cheshire Productions. Please make out 

Checks and money orders out to "Cheshire". Address 

your corespondence to Cheshire Catalyst, The 
Party, Room 603, 147 West 42 St, New York City, 
10036. While plans ace still up in the air, please 
enclose your T-shirt and hat sizes. The Plana are 
tentative are are based on whether we can aford to 
do what we want, but we'd like the sizes anyway. 
Become a Party member, join The Party today! See 
you New Year's Evell! 

  

OPENING A RENTED MAIL ADDRESS by Dr. Atomic 

  

Private and secure mail addresses can be rented 
from Telephone Answering Servicea (TAS's). Look 
in the ads in the Yellow Pages under “Answering 
Services”, “Telephone Answaring", or "Mail Receiv- 
ing". If none of the TAS's advertises mail receiv- 
ing services, call a few and ask if they'll take 
your mail. Most of them will. 

Soma TAS's will tell you that they only offer 
mail receiving services to their customers that 
pay for telephone answering service. The tele- 
phone answering is usually expensive, around $50 
a month, and you may not need it or want it. So, 
tell them that you are a new business and may want 
their telephone answering servicea in the future, 
but for new all you need is a place to receive the 

mail. : 

    

Tf you're located near or in a matropolitan area, 
it pays to shop around for the best service hecause 
there are probably many to choose from. On the 
other hand, in rural areas you're lucky even to 
find one TAS, so you may have to take what you can 
get. Mail receiving fe run from as low as $5 a 
month to as high as $25 a month. 

  

Rent your mail address in a business name. Choose 
4 hame that is appropriate for the kind of material 
you will have coming in, In addition to the busi- 
ness name, you can list your own name and/or some 
aliases. I usually have one rented address for my 
own name and a separate name for each alias. The 
rule of thumb is to separate and insulate your 
identities, 

Regardless of what name you use, do not give the 
Answering Service your home address or any other 
address that is linked to you. Give them the ad- 
dress of a large apartment building; say you're new 
in town and are just staying with friends at said 
building. Most TAS's will not card you for ID, but 
it helps te have soma paper to show them in case 
they ask. Generally, if they do ask, they will ac- 
cept any document that you show them. 

  

Do not rent a P.O. Box! The Post Office is just 
another arm of Big Brother, and in addition to 
being in the mail delivery business, they are a 
police agency, Instead of calling them the Post 
Office, we would be more accurate calling them the 
Postal Police. Moreover, the P.O. is expensive, 
nosey, and you can‘t have orders of chamicals sent 
to a P.O. Box. They won't let you call in and 

check if you have mail in, either. 

Also, it is to your advantage to rent your mail 
receiving service from a human being rather than 

from a policy-statement-following-bureaucrat. For 
example, I used my rented address as my driver's 
license address. If an arrest warrant were issued 
for ma, the police would go to the TAS rather than 
to my home. Since I got along good with the TAS 
people, when I called in to check my mail, they 
would tip me off if the cops were looking for me. 
Thia is inexpensive security against being dragged 
out of bed in the middle of the night by the cops. 

  If you order chemicals to your rented addr ’ 
out of courtesy for the TAS people do not order 
bulk chemical shipments, Most TAS's are just small 
offices manned by non-chemists, and they may panic 
if the Motor ‘Freight delivery man brings ina 
couple of 55 gallon drums of chemicals marked "Cor= 
rosive, Flammable, Hazard." ‘The TAS may refuse 
delivery, which in turn may cause the police to be 
alerted -- if they aren't on the case already. 

  

It is not generally safe to order even smal) 
quantities of drug precursore to a TAS. The DEA 

will put surveillance on the building, and you end 
up playing “Getting The Chemicals And Trying To 
Lose Them." The success rate is, perhaps, 25% US 
and 75% THEM with this method. 

  

I have, however, had success using TAS addre. 
to obtain small quantities of chemicals such as 
lidocaine, fencamfamine, tropa-cocaine, butacaine, 
and DMSO. I would order no more than a couple of 
liters of liquids and no more than a kilo of powder. 

In summary, a TAS address is essential for privacy, 
paper tripping, freebi and for personal security, 
Don't put off getting a safe address. Knowledge 
without action is worthless. 

 



  

Classified 
The TAP Classified Ad Sheet is published as a 

service to our readers. All ads MUST be typed and 
camera ready. Ads will appear in the next ad sheet 
unless they arrive after printing deadline in 
which case they will appear in the following ad 

sheet. The cost per ad per issue is $4. If you 
wish to preserve your anonymity, TAP Box numbers 
are available at the cost of $5 per ad per issue. 
This extra cost is for the postage to mail you the 
replies to your ad. Full page ads cost $12 and 
half-page ads cost $6. Payment must accompany all 
ads. Send cash and get a 10 & discount on all ads. 

Address all ad requests to : TAP, Room 603, 147 
West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036. 

  

PASSPORYS and DUAL CITIZENSHIPS 

are now available from Castellania. 

It is still possible for you to obtain a genuine 
Passport from the Principality of Castellania in any 

name you choose. Castellania was established in 

1974 and its Passports have been accepted by about 
100 countries on an individual basis. Coins and 

postage stamps from Castellania are or will soon be 

available also, Many other opportunities exist in 

areas of "off-shore" banking, formation of companies 
or corporations, and so forth. 

An information brochure, passport and 

naturalization information and application will be mailed 

to you, upon the receipt of $5.00 US. 

Address all requests and make payment to: 

The Commerical Representative of the 

Principality of Castellania, P.O. Box 40201, 
Pasadena, Calif. 91104 USA, 

  

  

SCIENCE Ts: PEOPLE 
bimonthly 

Progressive views on science and technology 
—energy, militarism, environment — 

occupationa! health, agriculture, 
women and science and much more 

$|2year trom Science for the People 
897 Main St.. Dept. Ex , Cambridge. MA 02139 

RARE PERSIAN RUGS 

Kurdistans woven in 
Iran - Royal .Sarouk 

(201)826-0737 or wr 
H.S.G. Ltd. 

Box 243 
Keasbey, N.J. 

  

    08832 
  

  

Truly the finest ha 
short time become a 

Entinental Jpectator 
IN QUR 17th SWINGING YEAR 

EVERYBODY SWINGS WITH "CONTINENTAL SPECTATOR     

          

    

   

     

sees 132 fullsize pages looded with personal ods 
ond wild nude photos 

wees Notionwide listings - many with oddresses a 

phone numbers 

esos Sexy couples, pretty girls, gay & bi males 

who want to meet YOU 
easePLUS swinging orticles, stories, reader com= 

ment, ploces to meet swingers ond MORE 

For o copy of the latest issue molled Ist closs, sand 
$6.00 te: CONTINENTAL SPECTATOR, Room 603,     

Send To BOX E co TAP 

  

If you want 
to cut your phone bills, 

cut out this chart. 

— Issues are $.75 each. Issue #50 is $1.50. 
| Subscriptions - 10 issues per year. 

US Bulk Envelope Rate $8. 

eae ; 

US First Class in plain sealed envelope $10. | 
Canada & Mexico First Class $10. 
Foreign Surface $9. - Foreign Air Mail $12. | 
IMPORTANT! Please include your mailing label or a 
Xerox copy whenever you write to TAP about your | 

subscription. 
[ Blectronic Courses - $.75 each. A - DC Basics, | 

  

    
  

  
    

Displayed Red Box, & 2600 Whistle Perfector plans. 
Send CASH, check, or money order to : * 

B - AC Basics, C - Phone Basics, D - Amplifiers. 

| TAP "Ma Bell" Patch - $1.50. 
| TAP "Oth Anniversary" Pen - $.50. | 

TAP Cassette Tape - $5. Hear Capt Crunch, Al Bell, 
| Joe Engressia & Bell Security Chief John Doherty. | 

TAP Fact Sheet #1 - $.50. Credit card call hints. 
| TAP Fact Sheet ¥2 - $.50. Free BELL phone calls. | 

TAP Fact Sheet #3 - $.50. Free GTE phone calls. 
| TAP Pact Sheet #4 - $.50. Dual Tohe Oscillator, | 

| 
| | TAP, Room 603, 147 West 42nd Street, New York, 

N.Y. 10036. 

—— ee ee ee — — 

Common Sense is Florida's oldest (1974) and 

  

leading libertarian newsletter. Common Sense 

is published six times a year at an annual sub- 

scription rate of $8.00 per year. Samploeavailable 

$1.00. Please send all subscriptions and Corr- 

espondence to:Common Sense, P.O.Box 650051, Miami 

Florida 33165-TAP 

$1,250.00 
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the baw Ni ES N i ite to: j 1 an 
Be otter a ul y revolutionary (pun intended publication Called AUTOMATIC TELLER I 
MACHINES ($12! 50 No! thal banking tig shots are trying Io slop is sale! ATMs are the 

Boragest misiake made by the banking industry since they caused ths and Ihe last Great 1 
pdecression WE NEED MORE INFORMATION io! course for educational purpuses only I 

nd offer $1,250.00 IN PRIZES TO OBTAIN IT! Mos! desired are original meinods o! 
Jecironic and mechanical penelralions and sabotage. code decipherings wining diagrams ff 
ileal photagraphs and banking indusiry documentation mentioning our activiles and I 

s for a ‘Gyntermeasures Used by Ihe banks and ATM imdusines Contest ends 1198 
ttainable f Hennes of INNES kept stncily Confidential Send $1 for compleg c 

plus Our intamous survival catalog PASS THE WORD AROUND LETS GE nN 
THE BANKS CHEATING YOU OUT OF A DECENT STANDARD OF LIVING! 

TRS-80 SOFTWARE & HARDWARE" 
We will trade § lor $ value copies of our publications (for personal use onlv tor compute: ff 
hardware, sollware and publications 100% compatible with the TRSBO. Model | 48K if 
with NEWSOOS 60 Software mciydes word processors business, data management 
engineering’ scientihc/ math & games and should include documentation and be on 54 ff 
diskette Hardware includes & fgh Quality dot maine tee punter wih proportional spacing 

Boo underlining. vertical tabs elc double density disk contrdler, new mode! | ROM se! 
keyboard. expansion @nteilace etc We also negohate lor cash payments bul your prices 
mus! be very reasonable Descnie your nile and awa tor our written OK poor to shipment 

“s Consumertronics Co., 
P.O. Drawer 537, Alamogordo, N.M. 88310 

St Se as Se Se Sar Ge Ses Gee ee ey Os ee Fw a 

4444444444404 
HARD TO GET 

  

Dept. T, 147 West 42nd Street, New York, 
NY 10036. Please state your ope. 46 Tmo CHEMICA LS 
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